
LANDSCAPE COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
April 7, 2021 - 1-2:39 pm

ATTENDING
Suzanne Lowe Peter Sage
Rachel Nelms Laura Goguet
Dawn Stong Jennifer Drake
Nathan Reed Cathy Washburn
Geronimo Chelius

Guest -- Ann Mullin

TODAY’S AGENDA APPROVED
MINUTES OF LAST MEETING APPROVED

Suzanne referenced the Landscape Committee member roles.

Regarding open space, Suzanne asked that Myatt put us on their regular schedule for purposes
of open spaces, proposals, and budget cycle. Myatt agreed to put us on the schedule for April,
2022. Laura only has the schedule for maintenance, not planting.
Action item: Suzanne will address the big scheduling picture.

Cathy advised that no one from Encore stepped forward for an application to join the Landscape
Committee.
Action Item: Laura will check with Alyssa to see if something went out to all residents to see if
there is interest in making an application to join the Landscape Committee.

PROGRESS ON TASKS -- Nathan
● Nathan mentioned that he is receiving e-mails with many compliments about the

committee’s work. He receives  3-5 a week, mostly after a Friday Flash.
● Residents have brought up some areas they would like to see addressed in 2022.

Action Item: Nathan will get together with Dawn to add some 5-6 areas.
● Some residents would like to do some things themselves e.g. planting grass seed. Laura

restates that residents would need to get permission for doing anything beyond their
property.

● Nathan is keeping e-mails in two buckets -- ones that get sent to Laura and those being
noted for the committee’s attention. Suzanne suggests putting them up on our G drive in
the communication folder for now.

● Suzanne points out that we are not going to send out a separate quarterly report but use
our web page to update what has been done in the previous quarter.

● Tiffany Farrina has moved the banner Landscape Corner which is now under
Sustainability.



Action item: for an upcoming Friday Flash, Peter and Nathan will prepare a
communication to notify residents about the new path to find the Landscape Corner.
Nathan will add any updates from today’s meeting to the Landscape Corner and another
update will not be due until July 1.

● Regarding webinars, Suzanne has contacted Jerylin to see if she would be willing to
help get us a speaker, suggesting that the first topic could be the importance of native
plants. Suzanne is thinking a 30 minute webinar in May or June -- Rachel will touch base
with Jerylin. Laura said it can be set up on FSR platform and an e-mail blast can be sent
out to all residents in addition to a communication in a Friday Flash. Laura also suggest
we have the webinar on a weekend day or weekday evening.
Action item: Peter, Nathan and Rachel will coordinate with Laura. Suzanne could serve
as the emcee. Geronimo asked if we could record the webinar to allow residents to go to
our web page and tune in when they can. Nathan felt we could probably do this.

OPEN SPACE MANAGEMENT PLAN
● Suzanne and Dawn believe we should do our assessments of new spaces for 2022 as

soon as possible starting in April or May. Dawn can create a new layer for 2022.
Everyone would use our assessment report card. Dawn knows of several areas that
need to be addressed. Suzanne asked that Dawn identify at our May meeting a dozen
spaces to be assessed and then assign people sections. She asked that this be
completed by the next meeting. Nathan can give Dawn some areas brought up in the
resident’s e-mails.
Action item: Dawn send Laura an e-mail so we can identify the most recent Newland
turnovers.
Geronimo asked about being notified of future turnovers but Laura said we really have
no leverage whatsoever. FSR can only ask and hope for cooperation. Erosion is
different --  if not done properly we can go back to them. A State inspection is required.
Jennifer suggests instead of calling some areas to be assessed parks, we might be
better to call them green spaces or open spaces.

● Geronimo and Margaret have been brainstorming on how to engage neighbors. Many
areas are in 15 South and 15 North, positioning that it would be like adopting a space.
Suzanne indicates that there are already stewards e.g. area 41. Geronimo asked if there
is a definition for what stewards do. Suzanne agrees we need to define what residents
are allowed to do and not do.

● Dawn suggests we pick a small area as a pilot and speak with Laura on what we can do.
Jennifer is concerned with the liability aspect. Cathy needs to check with insurance.
Action item: Geronimo and Margaret get an appointment with Laura to see what we can
do with the money. John Davis will quote on our ideas for open spaces. Suzanne,
Margaret and Geronimo will work offline on this together.

TREES
● Regarding seedlings, Suzanne said 800 extra seedlings have now been planted --

one section in Encore and seedlings are also scheduled for Constellation Park area and
Old Piedmont Circle from #90 - #208. Thus the seedling project is complete.



● Suzanne said that we don’t know if the donated trees, the six chokeberries and nine
native oaks have been planted by Myatt. If they haven’t been planted or watered, Rachel
can put them throughout the woods and see if they make it.
Action item: Rachel will e-mail Laura to see where the donated trees are and whether or
not they are watered so she can pick them up. Suzanne e-mailed John Davis to move
certain ones. Jennifer says this has not been done.
Action item: Suzanne will send to Jennifer and Laura the e-mail instructing John Davis
on where to move things. Suzanne says we still need help with replacement trees and
need to know what Bartlett Tree’s involvement is. We need Laura’s guidance with this.

FLOWERS
● We still need input from Laura about Duke Energy’s obligation not to mow under the

power lines in certain areas. Rachel points out that the land needs to be tilled but this is
unlikely.Rachel also points out there is a pollinator bed on Serenity Hill up the hill across
from the dog park which was once a flower bed that died.
Action item: Rachel and Laura find out Duke Energy’s policy and status with pollinator
gardens. Rachel will check it out and return with a recommendation.

● Jennifer suggests that instead of trying to do it all under the power lines, do a smaller
scale program and enlist residents and children in an activity where they can watch
things grow with guidance from someone on the Committee. If this works, expand it.
Rachel will spearhead this along and suggest some appropriate signage. It was noted
that the Friday Flash could be used with pictures to advise residents of its existence.

ENCORE
● Suzanne says we have been told that all areas under David Weekly and Newland have

been turned over. We need to get back to the Encore people to address their issues and
concerns.
Action item: Suzanne will ask Laura to report on the status of the open items on the
Encore initiatives.

● Regarding Old Piedmont Circle, Cathy points out with the new Board all adhoc groups
like AAROPC were dissolved and Board committees were put in place to look at the
entire community. Residents should bring all issues to the appropriate Board committee.

● Regarding the sewer line area, Cathy mentioned there was a $75,000 compensation
negotiated as a part of a tri-party agreement for the mile stretch that was impacted. In
the Fall, there are plans to do more work there. We need to work within Myatt’s ability.

● Downed trees along the sewer line are not likely to be removed because going in and
dragging them out would make more of a mess.

● Since some residents on Old Piedmont and Beacon Ridge raised problems with bikers’
lights at night, some areas are likely to be more heavily planted.

● Jennifer points out that the six foot barrier behind houses came into being when
negotiating on the mowing contract. This was to keep down some brush behind some of
the fences e.g. Boulder Point.
Action item: the Committee will work with Laura to do what we can to revegetate areas in
context with all other areas in BC.



MOWING
● Suzanne said we are going to try to get our arms around the mowing plan.
● Jennifer said if any resident is unsatisfied or has an issue with clover and other growths

since no pre-emergent was put down, direct a targeted work order to FSR.  Maybe
something should be put into the Friday Flash on this point.
Action item: Rachel and Jennifer asked to work together to get some Friday Flash
wording together and get it to Peter and Nathan.

LEAF BLOWING
We need to hear from Laura if Myatt is following our leaf blowing recommendation. Jennifer
said they have been reminded.

NEW BUSINESS
● Jennifer said that a solution to the problem with ruts has been identified, a grid-like lattice

work is likely to be implemented in phases with the worst areas tackled first. This is an
expensive solution.
Action item: the Committee will draft up language on this issue for the Friday Flash and
send it to Jennifer for approval to be sent from FSR to the community.

● For the next meeting, in the first week of May, Suzanne suggests an evening time, 7pm
option or a weekday evening -- not on a Wednesday or Friday.


